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[57] ABSTRACT 

A solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection apparatus sup 
presses fuel vaporization when the engine is being started or 
restarted when hot and enhances the reliability of engine 
operation by providing a stable fuel delivery during engine 
startup. 
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SOLENOID VALVE UNIT FOR FUEL 
INJECTION APPARATUS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a fuel injection apparatus. 

and particularly to a solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection 
apparatus. and more particularly to a solenoid valve unit for 
a fuel injection apparatus that provides appropriate control 
of cylinder fuel pressure in a gasoline injection system 
during engine stamp and normal engine operation. 

2. Prior Art Statement 
With a conventional cylinder fuel injection system. when 

the engine has been stopped and is restarted while still hot 
(Le. a hot restart). problems have been caused by fuel 
(gasoline. for example) being vaporized in the fuel piping 
owing to the high temperature in the engine compartment. 
This has led to a demand for a system that can maintain 
stable fuel pressure and prevent fuel vaporization during a 
hot restart. In particular. when a high-pressure pump driven 
by the rotation of the engine is used to inject fuel. at low 
engine speeds the fuel injection amount decreases. making 
it difficult to prevent fuel vaporization during a hot restart. 
JPA 5-321782 discloses a fuel injection apparatus that is 

able to maintain a constant pressure on the intake side of a 
high-pressure pump by providing a pressure control valve 
between a high-pressure pump and a low-pressure pump. 
and returning fuel from an over?ow valve in the high 
pressure pump to the pressure control valve. Mechanical 
pressure ?ow control valves have been disclosed. such as. 
for example. by JPA 60- 56872. These mechanical pressure 
valves are arranged so that fuel is injected via a common rail 
when the pressure of the fuel being delivered from the pump 
exceeds the force exerted by a valve spring. 
An object of a ?rst aspect of the invention is to provide a 

solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection apparatus that sup 
presses fuel vaporization when an engine is subjected to a 
hot restart and reliably improves engine operation. by pro 
viding a stable fuel delivery when the engine is started. 
A further object of the ?rst aspect of the invention is to 

provide a solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection apparatus 
that can pump fuel at low pressure when the engine is started 
and change over to high-pressure delivery during normal 
engine operation. 
A further object of the ?rst aspect of the invention is to 

provide a solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection apparatus 
that can pump fuel at low pressure when the engine is started 
and change over to high-pressure delivery during normal 
engine operation. in which the cost can be reduced by using 
a single solenoid valve to comprise the solenoid valve unit. 
A further object of the ?rst aspect of the invention is to 

provide a solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection apparatus 
in which the timing of signals sent to a solenoid valve can 
be simpli?ed and the solenoid valve opened and closed with 
a small force. wherein once a control signal has been used 
to open the solenoid valve. the open state can be maintained 
when the valve is receiving fuel delivered under high 
pressure without having to continue to supply control sig 
nals. 

Further second. third and fourth aspects of the invention 
are described following the description of thee embodiments 
relating to the above aspects of the invention. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

For achieving the above objects. the ?rst aspect of the 
invention provides a solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection 
apparatus. said the apparatus comprising a low-pressure 
pump that supplies fuel at low pressure from a fuel tank. a 
high-pressure pump that supplies the low-pressure fuel from 
the low-pressure pump to an injector that injects the fuel at 
high pressure into an engine the solenoid valve unit 
comprising. a housing provided with a high-pressure lead-in 
port from the injector. a low-pressure lead-out port to the 
fuel tank. a return port from the high-pressure pump. a 
high-pressure passage in communication with the lead-in 
port. a low-pressure passage in communication with the 
lead~out port. and a return port passage in communication 
with the return port. a pressure control valve that opens and 
closes the high-pressure passage and low-pressure passage 
in accordance with pressure at the lead-in port. and solenoid 
valves able to communicate with the lead-in port and 
lead-out port via the pressure control valve and able to open 
and close communication between the high-pressure pas 
sage and the low-pressure passage. and between the low 
pressure passage and the return port passage. wherein the 
solenoid valves are controlled to open communication 
between the high-pressure passage and the low-pressure 
passage and close communication between the low-pressure 
passage and the return port passage during engine startup. 
and close communication between the high-pressure pas 
sage and the low-pressure passage. and open communication 
between the low-pressure passage and the return port pas 
sage during normal engine operation. 
The above solenoid valve unit can be provided with a ?rst 

solenoid valve that opens and closes communication 
between the high-pressure passage and the low-pressure 
passage and a second solenoid valve that opens and closes 
communication between the low-pressure passage and the 
return port passage. 

In the above solenoid valve unit. moreover. after the 
engine is operating normally communication between the 
high-pressure passage and the low-pressure passage can be 
closed by setting the ?rst solenoid valve OE and communi 
cation between the low-pressure passage and the return port 
passage can be opened by setting the second solenoid valve 
to off. Also. after the engine is operating normally. commu 
nication between the high-pressure passage and the low 
pressure passage is closed by setting the ?rst solenoid valve 
to on and oomrnunication between the low-pressure passage 
and the return port passage is opened by setting the second 
solenoid valve to o?“. 
The solenoid valve can use a single armature to drive a 

?rst valve element that opens and closes communication 
between the high-pressure passage and the low-pressure 
passage and a second valve element that opens and closes 
communication between the low-pressure passage and the 
return port passage. Also. after the engine is operating 
normally. communication between the high-pressure pas 
sage and the low-pressure passage can be closed and com 
munication between the low-pressure passage and the return 
port passage opened by setting the solenoid valve to on. 

In the solenoid valve unit for a fuel injection apparatus 
according to this ?rst aspect of the invention. at the time of 
engine startup communication is opened between the low 
pressure passage and high-pressure passage while at the 
same time closing communication between the low-pressure 
passage and the return port passage. There is therefore rise 
in the pressure acting on the pressure control valve on the 
high-pressure pump side. so there is no high-pressure deliv 
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cry of fuel by the high-pressure pump. allowing fuel to be 
supplied at low pressure to the injector from the low 
pressure pump. Furthermore. during normal engine opera 
tion communication between the high-pressure passage and 
the low~pressure passage is closed while at the same time 
communication is opened between the low-pressure passage 
and the return port passage. whereby the high-pressure 
pump pressure increases. enabling normal high-pressure fuel 
delivery to take place. 

That is. the characteristic of the low-pressure ptnnp is 
used. the fact that the delivery pressure is low but that the 
delivery ?ow amount is su?icient when starting the engine. 
When the engine is being started. a fuel supply circuit is 
switched to nullify the high-pressure pump or stop fuel 
pressurization by the pump. thereby allowing the fuel to be 
delivered to the injector using just the low-pressure pump. 
which can provide enough fuel for starting the engine. Thus. 
it becomes possible to suppress fuel vaporization during a 
hot restart and the like. After the engine has been started and 
is operating normally. a switchover by the solenoid valve 
enables normal high-pressure fuel delivery from the high 
pressure pump to take place. 

After the engine is operating normally. by setting the 
solenoid valve to on so that communication between the 
high-pressure passage and the low-pressure passage is 
closed. the solenoid valve is also subjected. via the pressure 
control valve. to the pressure of the fuel supplied under 
high-pressure from the high-pressure pump. As the commu~ 
nication between the high-pressure pas sage and low 
pressure passage therefore remains closed even if the sole 
noid valve is set to off. control signals to the solenoid valve 
can be simpli?ed. Also. as the solenoid does not have to be 
energized as long as exposure to the high-pressure fuel 
continues. it is possible to employ a less powerful solenoid 
valve. 

Using a single armature to drive both a ?rst valve element 
that opens and closes communication between the high 
pressure passage and the low-pressure passage and a second 
valve element that opens and closes communication between 
the low-pressure passage and the return port passage. makes 
it possible to effect the above control with a single solenoid 
valve. This can contribute to reducing the size. complexity 
and cost of the structure. 

The above and other features of the present invention will 
become apparent from the following description made with 
reference to the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a fuel injection apparatus 
1 equipped with a solenoid valve unit 2 in a ?rst embodiment 
according to the ?rst aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the above solenoid valve unit 
2. 

FIG. 3 is a chart showing the operating states of the 
various elements of the solenoid valve unit. 

FIG. 4 is a graph showing the relationship between engine 
speed and the pressure of fuel to the injector 6A. 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view of a solenoid valve unit 50 in 
a second embodiment according to the ?rst aspect of the 
invention. 

FIG. 6 is a chart showing the operating states of the 
various elements of the above solenoid valve unit. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a fuel injection apparatus 
equipped with a solenoid valve unit 60 in a third embodi 
ment according to the ?rst aspect of the invention. 
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4 
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of the above solenoid valve unit 

60 that uses a single solenoid valve 62. 
FIG. 9 is a chart showing the operating states of the 

various elements of the above solenoid valve unit. 
FIG. 10 is a graph showing the relationship between 

engine speed and the pressure of fuel to the injector 6A. 
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a fuel injection appa 

ratus 140 equipped with a solenoid valve unit 141 in a fourth 
embodiment according to the second aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 12 is a sectional view of the above solenoid valve 
unit 141. 

FIG. 13 is a is a chart showing the operating states of the 
various elements of the above solenoid valve unit. 

FIG. 14 is a graph showing the relationship between 
engine speed and the pressure of fuel to the injector 6A. 

FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a fuel injection appa 
ratus 155 equipped with a solenoid valve unit 156 in a ?fth 
embodiment according to the third aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 16 is a sectional view of the above solenoid valve 
unit 156. 

FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a fuel injection appa 
ratus equipped with a solenoid valve unit 160 in a sixth 
embodiment according to the fourth aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of a fuel injection appa 
ratus equipped with a solenoid valve unit 170 in a seventh 
embodiment according to the fourth aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 19 is a sectional view of the principal parts of a 
solenoid valve unit of the fourth aspect of the invention in 
which a ?at plate shaped valve element 176 is used. 

FIG. 20 is a graph showing the relationship between ?ow 
amount and control pressure on the solenoid valve in the 
above arrangement. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

A ?rst embodiment of the solenoid valve unit for a fuel 
injection apparatus according to the ?rst aspect of the 
invention will now be described with reference to FIGS. 1 
to 4. FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a solenoid valve unit 
2 for a fuel injection apparatus 1. in which he fuel injection 
apparatus 1 is provided with a fuel tank 3. a low-pressure 
feed pump (low-pressure pump) 4. a high-pressure gasoline 
pump (high-pressure pump) 5. a common rail (accumulator) 
6. an injector 6A and the solenoid valve unit 2. 
The low-pressure pump 4 is electrically driven and there 

fore does not depend on the speed (revolutions per minute) 
of the engine (not shown). The delivery ?ow amount of the 
low-pressure pump 4 is therefore constant. regardless of the 
engine speed. The driving of the high-pressure pump 5 is 
related to the engine. so an amount of fuel corresponding to 
the engine speed can be fed under high pressure to the 
common rail 6. and therefore to the injector 6A. 
The solenoid valve unit 2 is provided with a high-pressure 

control valve 7. a ?rst solenoid valve 8 and a second 
solenoid valve 9. 'lhe high-pressure control valve 7 and the 
?rst solenoid valve 8 are connected in parallel between a 
high-pressure lead-in port 10 and a low-pressure lead-out 
port 11 of the high-pressure control valve 7. Also. the 
high-pressure control valve 7 and the second solenoid valve 
9 are connected in parallel between the high-pressure pump 
5 and the low-pressure lead-out port 11. A return port 12 
from the high-pressure pump 5 is connected to the second 
solenoid valve 9. The solenoid valve unit 2 is also provided 
with a control circuit 13 for the ?rst solenoid valve 8 and 
second solenoid valve 9. 
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FIG. 2 is a partial sectional view of the solenoid valve unit 
2. The high-pressure control valve 7. ?rst solenoid valve 8 
and second solenoid valve 9 of the solenoid valve unit 2 are 
arranged in a valve unit housing 20. The high-pressure 
lead-in port 10. low-pressure lead-out port 11 and return port 
12 are formed in the housing 20. The high-pressure control 
valve 7 intersects a high-pressure passage 21 that commu 
nicates with the high-pressure lead-in port 10 and a low 
pressure passage 22 that communicates with the low 
pressure lead-out port 11. A pressure control valve element 
23 seats on a valve seat member 24. The high-pressure 
passage 21 and low-pressure passage 22 are maintained in a 
closed state by a control spring 25 urging the valve element 
23 closed. 
When the pressure from the high-pressure lead-in port 10 

becomes excessively high. the valve element 23 is lifted off 
the valve seat member 24 against the resistance of the spring 
25. the gap between the valve element 23 and valve seat 
member 24 thus forming a passage 26 (indicated in the 
drawing by a phantom line) between the high-pressure 
passage 21 and low-pressure passage 22. The high-pressure 
control valve 7 may also be constituted as a spool type valve. 
The ?rst solenoid valve 8 is able to communicate with the 

high-pressure lead-in port 10 and low-pressure lead-out port 
11 via the high-pressure control valve 7. For this. a valve 
element 28 that seats on a vadve seat member 27 between the 
high-pressure passage 21 and the low-pressure passage 22 is 
normally urged onto the valve seat member 27 by a solenoid 
spring 31 provided between an armature 29 integrated with 
the valve element 28 and a spring seat member 30. Ener 
gizing a solenoid 32 by a signal from the control circuit 13 
causes the armature 29 to be drawn in against the resistance 
of the solenoid spring 31. lifting the valve element 28 from 
the valve seat member 27 and opening communication 
between the high-pressure passage 21 and the low-pressure 
passage 22. When the pressure from high-pressure lead-in 
port 10 has reached a su?iciently high level. the state of open 
communication is maintained. 
The second solenoid valve 9 is able to communicate with 

the high-pressure lead-in port 10 and low-pressure lead-out 
port 11 via the high-pressure control valve 7. For this. there 
is a valve element 35 that seats on a valve seat member 34 
located between the low-pressure passage 22 and a return 
port passage 33 that communicates with the return port 12. 
Provided between an armature 36 integrated with the valve 
element 35 and a spring seat member 37 is a solenoid spring 
38. and there is also a valve spring 40 between the valve 
element 35 and a spring seat member 39. The force of the 
spring 38 urges the valve element 35 towards the valve seat 
member 34. opening a space between the valve element 35 
and the valve seat member 34 that allows communication 
between the low-pressure passage 22 and the return port 
passage 33. By energizing a solenoid 41 with a signal from 
the control circuit 13. the armature 36 is drawn in against the 
resistance of the solenoid spring 38. seating the valve 
element 35 on the seat 34 thereby closing communication 
between the low~pressure passage 22 and the return port 
passage 33. 
The operating states of the elements in the solenoid valve 

unit 2 thus con?gured is shown in FIG. 3. and will now be 
described. with reference also to the graph of FIG. 4 
showing the relationship between engine speed and fuel 
pressure. Setting the ?rst solenoid valve 8 on during engine 
startup causes the valve element 28 to be lifted from the 
valve seat member 27. This opens the high-pressure passage 
21. opening communication between the high-pressure pas 
sage 21 and the low-pressure passage 22. By also setting the 
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6 
second solenoid valve 9 to on. the valve element 35 is seated 
on valve seat member 34. closing the return port passage 33. 
thereby closing communication between the low-pressure 
passage 22 and the return port passage 33. 

With communication thus opened between the high» 
pressure passage 21 and the low-pressure passage 22 by the 
?rst solenoid valve 8. there is no rise in pressure in the 
passage 21 and fuel pressure at the injector 6A is low. 
making it possible to start the engine with the low pressure 
fuel delivery of the low-pressure pump 4. Also. with com 
munication thus closed between the low-pressure passage 22 
and the return port passage 33 by the second solenoid valve 
9. there is a large flow of low-pressure fuel in the fuel piping. 
delivered at a constant rate from the low-pressure pump 4. 
that ?lls the piping. suppressing fuel vaporization. The 
cooling and lubrication of the high-pressure pump 5 are 
e?ected by the large ?ow of fuel from the low-pressure 
pump 4. 

Reverting to FIG. 3. once the engine is running normally 
the first solenoid valve 8 can be switched off. which closes 
communication between high-pressure passage 21 and low 
pressure passage 22 by seating the valve element 28 on the 
valve seat member 27. As a result. high pressure is produced 
in the high-pressure passage 21 and at the injector 6A. and 
high-pressure injection is carried out using the high-pressure 
pump 5.‘When the second solenoid valve 9 is switched off 
the valve element 35 is lifted olf the valve seat member 34. 
which opens communication between the low-pressure pas 
sage 22 and the return port passage 33. allowing normal 
cooling and lubrication of the high-pressure pump 5 

With respect to changes over time in the pressure of fuel 
going to the injector 6A and the engine speed. as shown in 
FIG. 4. when the key is turned to the accessory on position 
(not shown). the low-pressure pump 4 is activated. raising 
the fuel pressure. The engine is cranked by turning the key 
further. to the ignition on position (not shown). Until the key 
is turned to the ignition on position. the ?rst solenoid valve 
8 is closed and the second solenoid valve 9 is open. or the 
?rst solenoid valve 8 and second solenoid valve 9 are both 
open. and when the ignition is switched on. as described 
above. the ?rst solenoid valve 8 is opened and the second 
solenoid valve 9 is closed. and the engine is started using 
low-pressure fuel delivery by the low-pressure pump 4. 

After the engine is fully operational. engine speed is 
increased by closing the ?rst solenoid valve 8 and opening 
the second solenoid valve 9. whereby fuel pressure rises for 
normal operation under high-pressure fuel delivery. When 
the key is turned to the off position. the ?rst solenoid valve 
8 closes and the second solenoid valve 9 opens. or valves 8 
and 9 are both opened. As the ?rst solenoid valve 8 is 
con?gured as a high-pressure opposition type valve. mean 
ing it has to be held closed against pressure from the 
high-pressure passage 21. it is necessary to use a powerful 
solenoid 32. 
A second embodiment of the solenoid valve unit accord 

ing to the ?rst aspect of the invention will now be described 
with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6. FIG. 5 is a sectional view 
of a solenoid valve unit 50 of the second embodiment. The 
difference between the solenoid valve unit 50 and solenoid 
valve unit 2 is that instead of the ?rst solenoid valve 8. the 
solenoid valve unit 50 has a ?rst solenoid valve 51 having 
the same con?guration as the second solenoid valve 9. Parts 
of the 51 have therefore been given the same reference 
numerals as those of the second solenoid valve 9. and further 
explanation thereof is omitted. 

Setting the ?rst solenoid valve 51 off during engine 
startup causes the valve element 35 to be lifted from the 
















